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ABSTRACT
Groundwater monitoring wells are commonly installed on a property as part of an
environmental investigation to observe hydrological subsurface conditions, facilitate the collection
of groundwater samples, and predict the flow of groundwater across a site. In addition to their
installation, monitoring wells should be surveyed or mapped as accurately as possible. Traditional
surveying techniques have employed the use of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
technologies or other surveying equipment. A common surveying approach is to use real-time
kinematic (RTK) GNSS to accurately measure the coordinates of each monitoring well on the site.
In recent years, drones, or small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS), have been used in geographic
mapping as an alternative to traditional ground surveying. In this study, five mock monitoring
wells were surveyed/geolocated using RTK GNSS. In addition, these wells were mapped using
sUAS and commercial photogrammetric image processing software. This study compared the
accuracy of monitoring well coordinates obtained from sUAS mapping techniques to well
coordinates collected via traditional RTK GNSS equipment. The most accurate monitoring well
coordinates were obtained from a single grid, 20 degrees off-nadir, flight pattern. The differences
between this flight and RTK GNSS measurements was, on average, approximately 7.9 centimeters
(cm) for horizontal (northing and easting) and approximately 4.8 cm for vertical (orthometric
height). While not as accurate as coordinate measurements collected with RTK GNSS, data
obtained from sUAS mapping techniques was accurate enough to geolocate monitoring wells for
the construction of useful and meaningful topographic and groundwater contour maps. Future
work may include the comparison of data collected using RTK sUAS (drones carrying an onboard
GNSS RTK receiver) without ground control points (GCPs) to data collected by the methods
discussed in this study.
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1
1.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Groundwater monitoring wells are an essential part of many environmental subsurface

investigations that allow environmental scientists to observe hydrological subsurface conditions,
facilitate the collection of groundwater samples for analysis, and predict the flow of groundwater
across a study site. To predict and model groundwater movement, monitoring wells need to be
mapped/surveyed; their x, y, and z coordinates plotted on a map of the study area. Shown below
is a schematic of a typical monitoring well.

Figure 1 – Typical monitoring well construction diagram (from El-Sayed et al. 2012)
1.1

Traditional Surveying Techniques
The most common surveying technique for smaller, urban sites, (commercial properties,

gasoline service stations, etc.) is to mark well locations on a map with respect to visual landmarks
on the property such as the corner of a building or street intersection. This gives the wells x and y
coordinates, with respect to the site map. The vertical z coordinate of the well is usually measured
from the top of the monitoring well casing. Vertical coordinates from each well are procured by
assuming a local datum. For an assumed local datum, an arbitrary point, usually the top of casing
of one of the existing monitoring wells, is selected and assigned an arbitrary elevation, usually
100. The elevations of the other monitoring wells are then surveyed with respect to this one point
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using a transit and storey pole. This allows the water levels of the monitoring wells to be compared
with each other (Kraemer et al. 2006). Another traditional method is to collect the x, y, and z
coordinates of the wells using global navigation satellite system (GNSS) technology. Mapping
monitoring well locations with modern GNSS equipment allows scientists to locate each well with
centimeter accuracy, with respect to real world coordinates.
1.2

Proposed Surveying Techniques
The recent emerging technology of drones or small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) can

be used in geographic mapping as an alternative to traditional ground surveying. Remotely sensed
data obtained from sUAS are suited for various mapping applications in both 2D and 3D domains
(Madawalagama et al. 2016).
1.3

Research Questions
While considerable work has been done with drone mapping in the environmental realm,

there appears to be a lack of research pertaining to the geolocation of groundwater monitoring
wells using sUAS. Surveying monitoring wells with precision is an important part of many
environmental investigations. This goal of this study is to explore the feasibility of surveying
monitoring wells via sUAS compared to real-time kinematic (RTK) GNSS surveying techniques.
The following research questions are addressed and discussed in this paper regarding surveying
monitoring wells using sUAS technology.
1.3.1

Accuracy
Surveying equipment utilizing RTK GNSS employs a method of carrier-phase differential

GNSS positioning which enables users to obtain centimeter-level position accuracies in real time
(Langley 1998). Companies such as Trimble, Magellan, and Leica Geosystems have developed
RTK GNSS equipment for use in commercial surveying applications with equipment costs ranging
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from thousands of dollars to tens of thousands of dollars. The first research question explored in
this paper is:
“What level of accuracy can be obtained from mapping monitoring wells with sUAS
technology as compared to traditional use of RTK GNSS instrumentation?”
1.3.2

Flight Patterns and Image Acquisition Plan
Before deploying the sUAS for mapping, a flight plan is developed where flight parameters

are set such as drone altitude and speed. The flight plan can be uploaded to the drone and flown
automatically with the aid of flight planning software. A large part of the sUAS flight plan is an
image acquisition plan. In most cases, a single grid pattern is recommended with at least 75%
frontal overlap and 60% side overlap as shown below. The red dots represent image collection
points.

Figure 2 – Single grid pattern diagram (Pix4D 2021)
In urban areas, a double grid pattern is recommended so that building facades are visible
in the images. A double grid pattern is shown below. Again, the red dots represent image collection
points.
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Figure 3 – Double grid pattern diagram (Pix4D 2021)
The second research question explored in this paper is:
“Which image flight pattern yields the most accurate results for a monitoring well use case:
single grid or double grid?”
1.3.3

Oblique Photos
Some digital elevation models (DEMs) derived from vertical sUAS-imagery show

systematic deformations, expressed as central “doming”. Systematic DEM deformation is
associated with processing image sets with near-parallel viewing directions and inaccurate
correction of radial lens distortion. Systematic deformation can be significantly reduced by
capturing oblique photographs during image collection (James and Robson 2014). The third
research question explored is:
“To what extent does the inclusion of oblique photographs collected during image accusation
increase vertical accuracy?”
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2.0

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Monitoring Wells
Monitoring wells are screened pipes, usually constructed from PVC, that are vertically

installed into soil borings to passively intercept and track changes in the water table. Monitoring
wells also facilitate the collection of groundwater samples for analysis (Mbila et al. 2008). After
installation, locations of the wells must be accurately mapped for the interpretation of
hydrogeologic data. The x and y coordinates of each well must be plotted on a map to graphically
represent their location, with respect to the study area. In addition, well elevations must be
surveyed for accurate water-level measurements to allow valid comparisons from well to well
across a site, and to facilitate the creation of ground-water contour maps. Monitoring well locations
(x and y coordinates) should be surveyed as accurate as possible. Ideal horizontal accuracy would
be plus or minus one linear foot (~ 0.30 meters) for smaller sites (less than 100 acres) and plus or
minus two linear feet (~0.61 meters) for larger sites (greater than 100 acres). Monitoring well
elevations must be surveyed with a greater degree of accuracy, ideally to the nearest 0.01 foot (~
0.003 meters). Elevations should be surveyed using a common datum, the most common being the
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD), established by the National Geodetic Survey (NGS).
The NGS has benchmarks located throughout the United States from which monitoring well
elevations can be surveyed. More commonly, an assumed datum is used. For an assumed datum,
an arbitrary point, usually one of the existing monitoring wells, is selected and assigned an
elevation. The elevations of the other monitoring wells are then surveyed with respect to this one
point. This allows the water levels of the monitoring wells to be compared with each other
(Kraemer et al. 2006). Water levels are usually measured from the top of the well casing using a
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water level meter; therefore, survey elevation measurements should be collected from the top of
the well casing.
2.2

Mapping with sUAS
The emerging technology of drones or sUAS, can be used in mapping as an alternative to

high-cost traditional ground surveying. Significant technological innovations and Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) oversight make it possible for individuals and commercial businesses to
collect high resolution aerial images. Today’s consumer-grade drones are equipped with GNSS
and an inertial measurement unit (IMU), which fulfill the requirement of automated aerial
surveying. These two components are crucial for aerial mapping. Technological advancements,
GNSS systems, IMU’s and digital cameras have created consumer grade drones that are capable
of functioning as highly accurate mobile mapping systems. By placing a camera on a sUAS,
generation of low-altitude aerial photographs has become easy and inexpensive. We now live in
the new age of personal remote sensing. These technologies were not available to the general
public until around 2013. The FAA Administrator’s Fact Book, published in December 2020,
documents that approximately 500,000 drones have been registered for commercial purposes. In
addition, approximately 200,000 FAA Remote Pilot Certificates have been issued during this same
time period (Cook 2017, FAA 2020, Jensen 2017, Madawalagama et al. 2016).
The collection of positional data is required for image georeferencing. Some positioning
capability is increasingly common within the smallest drone autopilot systems, but overall, it is
essential to collect ground control points (GCPs). GCPs are identifiable points on the ground of
the study area, are visible in the collected imagery, and are precisely geo-located. These objects
can be high color contrast plastic disks or markings. It is possible to obtain georeferenced maps
without GCPs, as the recorded images are geocoded by the GNSS device of the drone; however,
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it is highly recommended to have a significant number of GCPs to obtain a reliable mapping
product. A minimum of 5 GCPs is recommended. More than 5 GCPs do not significantly increase
accuracy; however, in cases where topography is complex, more GCPs will lead to a better
reconstruction (Carrivick et al. 2013, Ólafsson 2018, Madawalagama et al. 2016).
2.3

Photogrammetry
The word photogrammetry comes from the Greek words photo (light writing), gram

(graphic) and metry (measure). Photogrammetry is described by The American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) as “the art, science and technology of obtaining
reliable information about physical objects and the environment through processes of recording,
measuring, and interpreting images and patterns of electromagnetic radiant energy and other
phenomena”. An objects height, length and area can be obtained from a single vertical aerial
photograph using digital photogrammetric techniques. It is crucial to understand how individual
aerial photographs are attained at exposure stations along a flightline before photogrammetric
techniques can be applied to obtain quantitative measurements (Jensen 2014).
A flightline of vertical aerial photography is acquired by mounting a camera on a platform,
such as an airplane or drone, and obtaining photographs of the area directly underneath the
platform at specific exposure stations. Exposure stations are set so each photograph taken overlaps
the next photograph in the flightline by approximately 60% to 80%. Overlap is important because
it provides at least two and sometimes three photographic views of each object in the real world
along the flightline. Most aerial photo projects require multiple flightlines to cover the study area.
Photos obtained from aircraft based platforms are usually near-vertical (≤ 3 degrees from nadir);
however, photos obtained from drone platforms often have a mix of angles from nadir. In addition
to overlap, 20% to 30% sidelap should be maintained if multiple flightlines are flown. Multiple
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flightlines with 20% to 30% sidelap are referred to as a block of aerial photography. The
combination of several photographs in a block of aerial photography creates an uncontrolled
photomosaic (Jensen 2014).
There are two main methods of determining the scale of a single aerial photograph taken
over level terrain. The first involves comparing the size of objects measured in the real world with
the same objects measured on the photo. The second method involves computing the relationship
between the camera lens focal length and the altitude of the platform above ground level. For
photos taken over variable terrain, there are an infinite number of different scales present in the
photograph. Usually, an average scale is computed to define the overall scale of a vertical aerial
photograph taken over variable terrain (Jensen 2014).
There are two primary methods of computing the heights of objects on a single vertical
aerial photograph. The first involves the measurement of image relief displacement while the
second is based on the measurement of shadow length. A single aerial photo captures a precise
record of the position of an object at the instant of exposure. If multiple photos are acquired along
a flightline, images of the landscape are recorded at different vantage points. The change in
position of an object from one photo to another, caused by the platform’s motion, is called
stereoscopic parallax. Parallax is the displacement in the position of an object, with respect to a
frame of reference, caused by a shift in the position of observation. Differences in the parallax of
objects can be used to measure their height (Jensen 2014).
Interior orientation is the procedure where the geometric characteristics of an aerial
photograph are mathematically related to the geometric characteristics of the camera that took the
photo. This means establishing a relationship between the camera’s internal coordinate system and
the image pixel coordinate system. All aerial photos are somewhat tilted. This tilt needs to be
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modeled if useful measurements from aerial photographs are desired. There are six elements of
exterior orientation that express the spatial location and angular orientation of a tilted aerial
photograph at the moment of collection. The three-dimensional coordinates of the platform at the
moment of exposure are x, y, and z, where z is the altitude of the camera above the local datum.
At the instant of exposure, the camera might be rolling, pitching, or yawing. These angles of
orientation are omega (ω), phi (ϕ), and kappa (κ). All of the methods developed to determine these
six parameters for each aerial photograph require photographic images of at least three GCPs
whose x, y, and z coordinates are known. Exterior orientation determines the mathematical
relationship between image coordinates and real-world coordinates for selected GCPs. The more
horizontal/vertical GCPs located in a block of aerial photographs, the better. The most accurate
exterior orientation will take place in areas surrounded by artificial GCPs.
Once the interior and exterior orientation are completed, the information can be used to
perform aero-triangulation. Aero-triangulation is the process where real-world x, y, and z
coordinates can be determined for each pixel based on photo coordinate measurements. This means
that geometric characteristics obtained from GCPs used during exterior orientation can be
extended to every pixel within the digital photograph. Aero-triangulation allows the small amount
of GCPs to be passed from one photograph to another in a block of aerial photography. Aerotriangulation uses a weight-constrained least-squares bundle adjustment to properly orient the
images in a block of aerial photography. Orthoimages are created by changing the geometry of an
unrectified digital photograph from a conical bundle of rays to parallel rays that are orthogonal to
the ground and to the image plane. The effects of topographic relief displacement and camera
altitude variations are removed in orthoimagery. The result is a planimetrically correct orthoimage.
Planimetric accuracy allows people to use orthoimages for making measurements of geographic
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locations, distances, angles, and areas. The accuracy of a digital orthoimage is a function of the
quality of the imagery, the ground control, the photogrammetric triangulation, and the DEM used
to create it (Jensen 2014, Ólafsson 2018).
The modern photogrammetric process is based on automatically finding thousands of
common points between images. These points are called key points. Higher overlap produces more
key points between photos. The more key points, the more accurately three-dimensional points can
be computed. The number of key points in an image is dependent on image texture and resolution.
The density, sharpness and resolution of the photos determine the quality of the output
point cloud data. A densified point cloud is a set of 3D points that reconstruct a model. The x, y,
and z position and color information are stored for each point of the cloud. Photogrammetric
software has enabled laypersons to create point cloud data with relative ease. This is due to
improvements in photogrammetric software that performs interior orientation, exterior orientation,
and aero-triangulation. The software algorithms first extract the corresponding features or points
in the overlapping images, then compute 3D information for each pixel. David Lowe discusses
key point detection in his paper titled, “Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant
Keypoints”. His groundbreaking approach has been named the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT), as it transforms image data into scale-invariant coordinates relative to local features. One
aspect of this approach is that it generates large numbers of features that densely cover the image
over the full range of scales and locations (Alidoost et al. 2017, Lowe 2004, Madawalagama et al.
2016, Pix4D 2021, Westoby et al. 2012).
2.4

Structure-From-Motion
Structure-from-motion (SfM) operates under the same basic tenets as stereoscopic

photogrammetry in that 3-D structure can be created from a series of offset images. However, SfM
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differs from conventional photogrammetry in that the geometry of the scene, camera positions and
orientation are solved automatically without the need to specify a network of targets which have
known 3-D positions. Instead, these are solved simultaneously using a redundant, iterative bundle
adjustment procedure based on a database of features automatically extracted from a set of
overlapping images. This approach is suited to sets of images with a high degree of overlap that
capture 3D structure viewed from a wide array of positions, or as the name suggests, images
derived from a moving sensor. Developed in the 1990s, this technique has its origins in the
computer vision community and the development of automatic feature-matching algorithms. This
approach has been used through various cloud-processing engines.
To determine the 3-D location of points within a scene, traditional photogrammetric
methods require the 3-D location and camera position, or the 3-D location of a series of control
points. The SfM approach requires neither to be known prior to scene reconstruction. Camera
position and scene geometry are reconstructed through automatic identification of matching
features in multiple images. Transformation of SfM image-space coordinates to an absolute
coordinate system can be achieved using a 3-D similarity transform based on GCPs (Westoby et
al. 2012).
2.5

Image Acquisition Plan
Designing and implementing an image acquisition plan is crucial for a photogrammetric

project. If the collected photos are of poor quality, then the resulting product is poor. Poor quality
photos can even lead to a failure in processing. A good image acquisition plan has a good flight
plan. A flight plan consists of two items: a flight map, which shows where photos will be collected,
and specifications, which are instructions on how to collect the photographs. The flying height and
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image overlap are vital parameters in every flight plan. The most important parameter is flying
height above ground (Madawalagama et al. 2016).
Ground sampling distance (GSD) is the distance between the center of two consecutive
pixels measured on the ground. The larger the GSD, the lower the spatial resolution of the image.
GSD is related to the height of the flight in that the higher the flight altitude, the larger the GSD
value. Therefore, decreasing the distance between the camera and the features of interest on the
ground increases the spatial resolution (Pix4D 2021, Westoby et al. 2012).
The accuracy of the final mapping product is ultimately dependent on the image quality,
which in turn is dependent on several factors such as camera quality, platform stability, a
successful flight plan, and terrain type (Madawalagama et al. 2016, Westoby et al. 2012).
3.0

METHODS AND MATERIALS
This section of the report summarizes the equipment used, the study area, and the setup of

the experiment. All field work was completed on August 21, 2020.
3.1

Study Area and Setup
The study area selected was a rural farm located in Johnson County, Arkansas. The study

area was approximately 3 acres in size and had a gently sloping topography. Prior to drone flight
operations, the site was “mocked up” to resemble a typical environmental subsurface investigation
study area. Five orange PVC well caps (Figure 4) were placed in strategic areas on the site to
mimic the top of groundwater monitoring well casings. In addition, six GCPs were placed in the
study area.
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Figure 4 – Typical monitoring well

Figure 5 – Typical GCP

Each monitoring well cap and GCP were surveyed using a Leica Geosystems Viva GS-15
GNSS Receiver with a CS-15 Data Logger; this enabled the collection of survey grade data for
each monitoring well cap and GCP. The coordinate system used was NAD83 / Arkansas North
(meters). All coordinates collected prior to drone flight operations are presented below.
Table 1 (Cont.)
Point ID

Easting [m]

GCP-01

262175.160

Table 1
Monitoring Well and GCP Coordinates
Northing [m] Orthometric Horizontal
Height
Accuracy
[m]
[m]
133370.118
247.283
0.005

GCP-02

262143.519

133366.947

246.428

0.005

0.010

GCP-03

262176.475

133342.772

248.391

0.007

0.014

GCP-04

262199.573

133365.003

247.565

0.005

0.010

Vertical
Accuracy
[m]
0.009

Date
Time
8/21/2020
1155
8/21/2020
1158
8/21/2020
1202
8/21/2020
1204
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Table 1 (Cont.)
GCP-05

262176.390

Table 1
Monitoring Well and GCP Coordinates
133357.305
247.798
0.005

GCP-06

262188.035

133392.741

246.334

0.005

0.012

MW-01

262173.569

133391.213

247.434

0.005

0.011

MW-02

262142.627

133395.125

243.913

0.005

0.011

MW-03

262173.497

133357.170

247.826

0.006

0.011

MW-04

262166.326

133343.810

248.275

0.008

0.015

MW-05

262194.088

133349.868

248.081

0.005

0.011

0.011

Meters – [m]
The location of each staged monitoring well cap and GCP are shown below.

Figure 6 – Site map

8/21/2020
1206
8/21/2020
1208
8/21/2020
1210
8/21/2020
1212
8/21/2020
1215
8/21/2020
1216
8/21/2020
1218
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3.2

Drones
The two sUAS used in this project are detailed below.
Table 2
Project sUAS

Manufacturer:

DJI

DJI

Model:

Mavic Pro

Mavic Mini

Type:

Quadcopter

Quadcopter

Weight:

734 grams

249 grams

Camera Model:

FC220_4.7_4000x3000 (RGB)

FC7203_4.5_4000x3000
(RGB)

Maximum Speed:

18 meters per second (m/s)

13 m/s

Overall Flight Time:

21 Minutes

30 minutes

3.3

Flight Planning and Image Processing Software
Pix4Dcapture was used to plan the flight paths for flights 1, 3, and 4, which were flown

with the Mavic Pro. Overlap was set to 80% for these flights and drone speed was set to slow. At
the time of the flights, Pix4Dcapture software did not support the Mavic Mini; therefore, flight 2
was flown manually. Images collected for all flights were processed with Pix4Dmapper.
3.4

Flight 1
Flight 1 was flown with the Mavic Pro in a double-grid pattern as shown below.
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Figure 7 – Flight 1 map (Pix4D 2021)
Red dots represent the locations of photographs taken by the drone while the blue crosses
represent locations of the GCPs. Red dots that appear faded represent images that were not
processed.
The details of Flight 1 are presented below.
Table 3 (Cont.)
Flight Number:

Table 3
Flight 1 Details
Flight 1

Flight Date:

August 21, 2020

Weather Conditions:

Sunny, approximately 90 degrees Fahrenheit

Start time / Stop time:

1331 / 1343

Flight Altitude:

Approximately 30 meters above-ground surface

Camera Position:

Nadir

Average GSD:

0.97 cm

Area Covered:

0.010 km2 (2.47 acres)
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Table 3 (Cont.)
Number of Images Collected:

Table 3
Flight 1 Details
268

Number of Images Processed:

198

Number of GCPs Used in Processing:

6

3.4.1

Flight 1 Image Processing
Images collected during the flight were processed with Pix4Dmapper. Only 198 of the 268

images collected were processed as the extra images were extraneous with respect to the study site.
The Pix4Dmapper quality check reported that there was a 11.87% relative difference between
initial and optimized internal camera parameters (should be within 5% of optimized value). Also,
the Pix4Dmapper quality check reported that the GCP error (3.3 cm) was more than 2 times the
average GSD (0.97 cm). Optimally, the GCP error should be less than 2 times the average GSD.
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3.5

Flight 2
Flight 2 was flown with the Mavic Mini in a user controlled-grid pattern as shown below.

Figure 8 – Flight 2 map (Pix4D 2021)
Red dots represent locations of photographs taken by the drone while the blue crosses
represent locations of the GCPs. Red dots that appear faded represent images that were not
processed. Details of Flight 2 are presented below.
Table 4 (Cont.)
Flight:

Table 4
Flight 2 Details
Flight 2

Flight Date:

August 21, 2020

Weather:

Sunny, approximately 90 degrees Fahrenheit

Start time / Stop time:

1351 / 1402

Flight altitude:

Approximately 30 meters above-ground surface
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Table 4 (Cont.)
Camera Position:

Table 4
Flight 2 Details
Nadir

Average GSD:

1.14 cm

Area Covered:

0.011 km2 (3.05 acres)

Number of Images Collected:

73

Number of Images Processed:

70

Number of GCPs Used in Processing:

6

3.5.1

Flight 2 Image Processing
Images collected during the flight were processed with Pix4Dmapper. Only 70 of the 73

images collected were processed as the extra three images were extraneous with respect to the
study site. The Pix4Dmapper quality check reported that the images were not taken in a systematic
way creating a dataset with low overlap, that there was a 10.64% relative difference between initial
and optimized internal camera parameters (should be within 5% of optimized value), and that the
GCP error (3.0 cm) was more than 2 times the average GSD (1.14 cm). Optimally, the GCP error
should be less than 2 times the average GSD.
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3.6

Flight 3
Flight 3 was flown with the Mavic Pro in a single-grid pattern as shown below.

Figure 9 – Flight 3 map (Pix4D 2021)
Red dots represent locations of photographs taken by the drone while the blue crosses
represent locations of the GCPs. Red dots that appear faded represent images that were not
processed. Details of Flight 3 are presented below.
Table 5 (Cont.)
Flight:

Table 5
Flight 3 Details
Flight 3

Flight Date:

August 21, 2020

Weather:

Sunny, approximately 90 degrees Fahrenheit

Start time / Stop time:

1503 / 1510

Flight altitude:

Approximately 30 meters above-ground surface
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Table 5 (Cont.)
Camera Position:

Table 5
Flight 3 Details
20 Degrees Off-Nadir

Average GSD:

1.15 cm

Area Covered:

0.015 km2 (3.73 acres)

Number of Images Collected:

180

Number of Images Processed:

134

Number of GCPs Used in Processing:

6

3.6.1

Flight 3 Image Processing
Images collected during the flight were processed with Pix4Dmapper. Only 134 of the 180

images collected were processed as the extra three images were extraneous with respect to the
study site. The Pix4Dmapper quality check reported no issues with image processing.
3.7

Flight 4
Flight 4 was flown with the Mavic Pro in a single-grid pattern as shown below.
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Figure 10 – Flight 4 map (Pix4D 2021)
Red dots represent locations of photographs taken by the drone while the blue crosses
represent locations of the GCPs. Red dots that appear faded represent images that were not
processed. Details of Flight 4 are presented below.
Table 6 (Cont.)
Flight:

Table 6
Flight 4 Details
Flight 4

Flight Date:

August 21, 2020

Weather:

Sunny, approximately 90 degrees Fahrenheit

Start time / Stop time:

1553 / 1601

Flight altitude:

Approximately 30 meters above-ground surface

Camera Position:

Nadir

Average GSD:

0.99 cm

Area Covered:

0.010 km2 (2.56 acres)
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Table 6 (Cont.)
Number of Images Collected:

Table 6
Flight 4 Details
180

Number of Images Processed:

134

Number of GCPs Used in Processing:

6

3.7.1

Flight 4 Image Processing
Images collected during the flight were processed with Pix4Dmapper. Only 134 of the 180

images collected were processed as the extra three images were extraneous with respect to the
study site. The Pix4Dmapper quality check reported that there was a 32.21% relative difference
between initial and optimized internal camera parameters (should be within 5% of optimized
value). The report also stated that the GCP error (13.9 cm) was more than 4 times the average GSD
(0.99 cm). Optimally, the GCP error should be less than 2 times the average GSD.
3.8

Densified Point Cloud Coordinates
Coordinates for each monitoring well cap (easting, northing, and orthometric height) were

calculated for each flight using the densified point cloud in the Pix4Dmapper software as shown
below.
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Figure 11 – Point Cloud (Pix4D 2021)
Computed monitoring well coordinates for each flight were compared and subtracted from
coordinates obtained with the RTK GNSS equipment. Differences between the computed
coordinates and RTK GNSS coordinates for each flight are summarized in the tables found in
Section 4.0 - RESULTS.
Desired horizontal (easting and westing) accuracy between coordinates was plus or minus
one linear foot (~ 0.30 m) while ideal vertical (orthometric height) accuracy was plus or minus
0.01 foot (~ 0.003 m). In most cases, groundwater flow mimics the topography of the site. A digital
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terrain model (DTM) was generated for each flight using Pix4Dmapper. Contour maps for each
flight were then generated from the DTM using ArcGIS Pro. These maps are shown in Section
4.0- RESULTS.
4.0

RESULTS

4.1

Flight 1

Table 7
Flight 1 point cloud results. Numbers shown in green meet desired monitoring well accuracy
(0.30 m for horizontal, 0.003 m for vertical) while numbers in red do not. With the exception
of monitoring well MW-2, all wells met horizontal accuracy standards. None of the five wells
met both vertical and horizontal accuracy standards.
Flight 1
Easting
Northing
Orthometric Height
Double Grid Pattern - Nadir
(m)
(m)
(m)
RTK GNSS Reading – MW-1
262173.57
133391.21
247.43
MW-1 (Point Cloud Reading)
262173.49
133391.23
247.59
Difference
0.08
-0.02
-0.16
RTK GNSS Reading – MW-2
MW-2 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262142.63
262142.24
0.39

133395.12
133395.02
0.10

243.91
243.83
0.08

RTK GNSS Reading – MW-3
MW-3 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262173.50
262173.50
0.00

133357.17
133357.09
0.08

247.83
247.75
0.08

RTK GNSS Reading – MW-4
MW-4 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262166.33
262166.35
-0.02

133343.81
133343.74
0.07

248.27
248.32
-0.05

RTK GNSS Reading – MW-5
MW-5 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262194.09
262194.11
-0.02

133349.87
133349.91
-0.04

248.08
248.03
0.05

The contour map generated from the Flight 1 DTM is presented below. The Flight 1 contour map
shows a gently sloping north-northwest topographic gradient.
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Figure 12 – Flight 1 contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3
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4.2

Flight 2

Table 8
Flight 2 point cloud results. Numbers shown in green meet desired monitoring well accuracy
standards (0.30 m for horizontal, 0.003 m for vertical) while numbers in red do not. Vertical
estimates for all monitoring wells were below RTK GNSS measurements. Four of the five
wells met horizontal accuracy standards.
Flight 2
Easting
Northing
Orthometric Height
Manual Pattern - Nadir
(m)
(m)
(m)
RTK Reading – MW-1
262173.57
133391.21
247.43
MW-1 (Point Cloud Reading)
262173.49
133391.26
247.26
Difference
0.08
-0.05
0.17
RTK Reading – MW-2
MW-2 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262142.63
262142.31
0.32

133395.12
133395.05
0.07

243.91
243.78
0.13

RTK Reading – MW-3
MW-3 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262173.50
262173.50
0

133357.17
133357.13
0.04

247.83
247.78
0.05

RTK Reading – MW-4
MW-4 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262166.33
262166.35
-0.02

133343.81
133343.72
0.09

248.27
248.22
0.05

RTK Reading – MW-5
MW-5 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262194.09
262194.11
-0.02

133349.87
133349.92
-0.05

248.08
247.98
0.10
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The contour map generated from the Flight 2 DTM is presented below. The Flight 2 contour map
shows a gently sloping north-northwest topographic gradient.

Figure 13 – Flight 2 contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3
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4.3

Flight 3

Table 9
Flight 3 point cloud results. Numbers shown in green meet desired monitoring well accuracy
standards (0.30 m for horizontal, 0.003 m for vertical) while numbers in red do not. None of
the five wells met both vertical and horizontal accuracy standards. All wells met horizontal
accuracy standards.
Flight 3
Easting
Northing
Orthometric Height
⁰
Single Grid Pattern – 20 Off(m)
(m)
(m)
Nadir
RTK Reading – MW-1
262173.57
133391.21
247.43
MW-1 (Point Cloud Reading)
262173.48
133391.14
247.41
Difference
0.09
0.07
0.02
RTK Reading – MW-2
MW-2 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262142.63
262142.34
0.29

133395.12
133394.92
0.2

243.91
243.92
-0.01

RTK Reading – MW-3
MW-3 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262173.50
262173.47
0.03

133357.17
133357.14
0.03

247.83
247.75
0.08

RTK Reading – MW-4
MW-4 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262166.33
262166.31
0.02

133343.81
133343.80
0.01

248.27
248.20
0.07

RTK Reading – MW-5
MW-5 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262194.09
262194.09
0.00

133349.87
133349.92
-0.05

248.08
248.02
0.06
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The contour map generated from the Flight 3 DTM is presented below. The Flight 3 contour map
shows a gently sloping north-northwest topographic gradient.

Figure 14 – Flight 3 contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3
4.4

Flight 4

Table 10 (Cont.)

Table 10
Flight 4 point cloud results. Numbers shown in green meet desired monitoring well accuracy
standards (0.30 m for horizontal, 0.003 m for vertical) while numbers in red do not. All of the
five wells met horizontal accuracy standards.
Flight 4
Easting
Northing
Orthometric Height
Single Grid Pattern – Nadir
(m)
(m)
(m)
RTK Reading – MW-1
262173.57
133391.21
247.43
MW-1 (Point Cloud Reading)
262173.63
133391.17
247.60
Difference
-0.06
0.04
-0.17
RTK Reading – MW-2
MW-2 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262142.63
262142.90
-0.27

133395.12
133395.12
0.00

243.91
242.93
0.98
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Table 10 (Cont.)

Table 10
Flight 4 point cloud results. Numbers shown in green meet desired monitoring well accuracy
standards (0.30 m for horizontal, 0.003 m for vertical) while numbers in red do not. All of the
five wells met horizontal accuracy standards.
Flight 4
Easting
Northing
Orthometric Height
Single Grid Pattern – Nadir
(m)
(m)
(m)
RTK Reading – MW-3
MW-3 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262173.50
262173.53
-0.03

133357.17
133357.12
0.05

247.83
247.68
0.15

RTK Reading – MW-4
MW-4 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262166.33
262166.31
0.02

133343.81
133343.76
0.05

248.27
248.11
0.16

RTK Reading – MW-5
MW-5 (Point Cloud Reading)
Difference

262194.09
262194.05
0.04

133349.87
133349.83
0.04

248.08
247.96
0.12
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The contour map generated from the Flight 4 DTM is presented below. The Flight 4 contour map
shows a gently sloping north-northwest topographic gradient.

Figure 15 – Flight 4 contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3
5.0

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The research questions addressed at the beginning of this paper are discussed in the

following sections. One importance aspect of accurately geolocating groundwater monitoring
wells is the generation of accurate groundwater contour maps. Groundwater contour maps are an
essential part of any environmental investigation that studies groundwater contamination. While
soil characteristics determine how fast groundwater travels through the subsurface, groundwater
contour maps show the direction of flow. Information pertaining to the speed and direction of
subsurface groundwater contamination is crucial in developing an effective remedial action plan.
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5.1

Accuracy
The first research question posed was,

“What level of accuracy can be obtained from mapping monitoring wells with sUAS
technology as compared to RTK GNSS instrumentation?”
As previously discussed in this report, ideal horizontal accuracy would be plus or minus
one linear foot (~ 0.30 meters) for sites less than 100 acres and plus or minus two linear feet (~0.61
meters) for sites larger than 100 acres. Ideal vertical accuracy would be plus or minus 0.01 foot (~
0.003 meters) for all sized sites. A more practical consideration would be to compare each flights
groundwater contour map to the groundwater contour map created from RTK GNSS readings.
To create a groundwater contour map, fictious groundwater level measurements were
created for each well. These readings, which represent the distance from the TOC to groundwater,
are subtracted from each well’s orthometric height to give the orthometric level of groundwater in
each well. Contour maps for each flight were produced using the Kriging geoprocessing tool found
in ArcGIS Pro. In the following sections of the paper, the groundwater contour maps produced for
each flight are compared to the groundwater contour map produced from the RTK GNSS readings,
which would represent the most accurate contour map.
5.1.1

Flight 1 Accuracy
For flight 1, four of the five wells met the horizontal accuracy standards while none of the

five wells met the vertical standard. Monitoring well MW-5 appears to be the most accurately
geolocated well, with respect to the RTK GNSS measurements. Shown below are the groundwater
contour maps produced from the RTK GNSS readings and point cloud readings.
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Figure 16a – RTK GNSS groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3
5.1.2

Figure 16b – Flight 1 groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3

Flight 2 Accuracy
For flight 2, four of the five wells met the horizontal accuracy standards while none of the

five wells met the vertical standard. Monitoring well MW-5 appears to be the most horizontally
accurate geolocated well while well MW-3 appears to be the most horizontally and vertically
accurate geolocated well, with respect to the RTK GNSS measurements. Shown below are the
groundwater contour maps produced from the RTK GNSS readings and point cloud readings.
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Figure 17a – RTK GNSS groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3
5.1.3

Figure 17b – Flight 2 groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3

Flight 3 Accuracy
For flight 3, all five wells met the horizontal accuracy standards while none of the five

wells met the vertical standards. Monitoring well MW-1 appears to be the most accurately
geolocated well, with respect to the RTK GNSS measurements.
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Shown below are the groundwater contour maps produced from the RTK GNSS readings and point
cloud readings.

Figure 18a – RTK GNSS groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3
5.1.4

Figure 18b – Flight 3 groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3

Flight 4 Accuracy
For flight 4, all five wells met the horizontal accuracy standards while none of the five

wells met the vertical standard. Monitoring well MW-5 appears to be the most horizontally and
vertically accurate geolocated well, with respect to the RTK GNSS measurements.
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Shown below are the groundwater contour maps produced from the RTK GNSS readings and point
cloud readings.

Figure 19a – RTK GNSS groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3
5.2

Figure 19b – Flight 4 groundwater
contour map generated with ArcGIS Pro
2.7.3

Flight Patterns and Image Acquisition Plan
The second research question posed was,

“Which image acquisition plan/flight pattern yields the most accurate results?”
The following chart shows the difference between the RTK GNSS coordinates collected in
the field and the coordinates calculated for each flight using the Pix4Dmapper densified point
cloud.
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Difference Between RTK GNSS and Calculated Coordinates
0
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Average Northing difference (m)

Average Height difference (m)

Figure 20 – Accuracy chart
The single grid, 20 degrees off-nadir flight pattern (Flight 3) appears to exhibit the most accurate
vertical measurements, the single grid, nadir flight pattern (Flight 4) appears to exhibit the most
accurate northing and easting measurements.
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Shown below is the RTK GNSS groundwater contour map (shown as white) overlain by
the Flight 3 groundwater contour map (shown as red). As indicated in Figure 20, the single grid,
20 degrees off-nadir flight pattern (Flight 3) appears to produce the most accurate groundwater
contour map, with respect to the RTK GNSS contour map.

Figure 21 – RTK GNSS contour shown in white,
Flight 3 contour shown in red.
Both contours generated with ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3
5.2.1

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
The RMSE is a frequently used statistical tool in geography. RMSE was used to measure

how much error there was between the observed monitoring well measurements (RTK GNSS
readings) and the predicted values (point cloud data) generated in Pix4Dmapper. If observed and
predicted values are close to each other, the RMSE value is small. The table below presents the
RMSE values for each flight’s easting (RMSE E), northing (RMSE N), and orthometric height
(RMSE O) monitoring well coordinates. In addition, total RMSE (RMSE ENO) was calculated for
each flight’s monitoring wells.
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Table 11
Values in green represent the smallest RMSE value for easting, northing, and orthometric height,
respectively. All RMSE values are in meters.
Flight #
Flight 1
Flight 2
Flight 3
Flight 4
Pattern
Double Grid
Manual
Single Grid
Single Grid
RMSE E (m)
0.1785
0.1480
0.1367
0.1260
RMSE N (m)

0.0683

0.0626

0.0984

0.0405

RMSE O (m)

0.0597

0.0799

0.0548

0.4523

RMSE ENO (m)

0.2002

0.1795

0.1771

0.4713

Based on RMSE results, it appears that the single grid pattern produces the least amount of error,
with respect to monitoring well geolocation.
5.3

Oblique Photographs
The third research question asked is,

“Does the inclusion of oblique photographs collected during image accusation increase
vertical accuracy?”
With the exception of flight 2 and 3, cameras were positioned on the drones in a nadir
position. Nadir is the direction pointing directly below the sUAS. The camera for flight 3 was
positioned at 20 degrees off-nadir during image acquisition; this position gave each photograph
collected during flight 3 an oblique perspective. Several (approximately 15 photographs) 45 degree
off-nadir photos were collected during the flight 2 manual image acquisition.
Compared to flights 1, 2, and 4, flight 3 produced the most accurate vertical measurements,
with respect to the RTK GNSS readings. The biggest vertical error of flight 3 was a 1 cm difference
between the calculated point cloud reading for MW-2 and the RTK GNSS reading collected for
MW-4. Flight 1 produced the second most accurate vertical measurements, with respect to the
RTK GNSS readings. The biggest vertical error of flight 1 was a 5 cm difference between the
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calculated point cloud reading for MW-4 and MW-5 and the RTK GNSS readings collected for
MW-4 and MW-5.
5.4

Additional Processing

The photographs of Flight 3 and Flight 4 were combined and processed with Pix4Dmapper to see
if the combination of the two flights would increase mapping accuracy. Based on RMSE results,
it appears that the combination of Flight 3 and Flight 4 produced the least amount of error for
RMSE E only.
5.5

Feasibility
Traditional monitoring well surveying, as discussed earlier in this report, is usually

conducted by two people, especially when a transit and storey pole are utilized. For a site the size
of the study area referenced in this report (~ 3 acres), its estimated that it would take two people 1
to 1.5 man hours each to conduct the survey activities with traditional equipment. In contrast, it
would take one person less than an hour to collect RGB imagery via a sUAS. This imagery data,
with the aid of imagery processing software (Pix4Dmapper, etc.), can be used to generate a DTM
for the entire site as well as geolocate every monitoring well; however, the inclusion of highly
accurate GCPs is paramount for an accurate mapping product or well geolocation.
As stated earlier in this report, the GCPs coordinates used in this experiment were obtained
with RTK GNSS equipment. While collecting GCP coordinates with traditional RTK GNSS
equipment can be time consuming and costly, new technologies have emerged to streamline the
process. A company named Propeller has developed the world’s first smart ground control solution
for drone operations.
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Figure 22 –AeroPoint (Propeller 2021)
Each AeroPoint is a portable, reusable GCP that records positioning data while you fly
your drone. Lightweight, durable, with one-touch operation, a set of AeroPoints can be placed
around a survey site in minutes. Each AeroPoint can deliver GCP accuracy similar to or exceeding
GCPs collected with RTK GNSS equipment. AeroPoints only need to be activated for 45 minutes
for the in-built GNSS to record accurate data (Propeller 2021). With the use of AeroPoints, one
person can feasibly collect RGB imagery data via a sUAS in less than an hour. This data can then
be processed to developed accurate DTMs and monitoring well coordinates for a variety of
subsurface environmental investigations.
5.6

Discussion
It should be noted that the findings and conclusions of this study apply to one specific use

case detailed in this report and could significantly vary were site conditions to change. The average
calculated vertical error of the monitoring wells for all flights compared to vertical RTK GNSS
readings was relatively small (approximately 0.135 meters) when compared to the range of casing
elevation measurements of monitoring well MW-4 and monitoring well MW-2 (approximately 4.4
meters). This relatively small error might explain why groundwater contour maps generated for
each flight were similar. If the study site were smaller and the monitoring wells were closer to each
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other with the same range of casing elevations measurements, the groundwater contour maps
generated for each flight could significantly vary from one another. The possibility also exists that
clustered wells on a smaller site with relatively close elevation measurements would have smaller
variations in vertical error when compared to RTK GNSS readings. The comparison of relative
error and accuracy of monitoring well elevations between larger and smaller sites were beyond the
scope of this study. If information were desired concerning the relative vertical error between
monitoring well elevations on smaller sites compared to larger ones, further investigative field
work would be required as well as further data processing and analyses.
While the methods employed in this study could be easily repeated by the author, and with
some additional effort reproduced by an independent team (ACM 2020), the question of
replicability (National Academies 2019, ACM 2020) represents a more difficult challenge. Several
variables can significantly influence the quality of photogrammetric mapping products. Such
variables might include weather conditions, time of day, equipment errors, number of satellites
available during data acquisition, and changing sizes of study areas. These factors, among others,
can strongly influence replicability of this study.
5.6.1

Future Work
In lieu of establishing and utilizing GCPs for a drone mapping project, future work may

include using drones equipped with RTK and post-processes kinematic (PPK) receivers. An RTK
drone carries an onboard RTK GNSS receiver that gathers data from satellites and a base station
in real time as it flies. A PPK drone uses an onboard PPK GNSS receiver that gathers and logs
data from satellites for retrieval post flight. The satellite data from the PPK GNSS receiver and
base station is collected and, post flight, is factored in with the drone data to correct satellite signal
error. While there are advantages and disadvantages to each, both methods correct the location of
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drone mapping data and can significantly reduce the number of GCPs needed for the project
(Wingtra 2012).
5.6.2

Conclusion
This study has demonstrated that monitoring wells, as related to this fictitious site, can be

geolocated via sUAS with enough accuracy to generate meaningful and useful groundwater
contour maps. All DTMs generated from each flight produced similar topographic contour maps.
While monitoring well geolocational accuracy varied between each flight and RTK GNSS data,
each flight’s monitoring wells were located with enough precision to produce contour maps like
the groundwater contour map generated with RTK GNSS data.
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APPENDICES

7.1

Appendix A – Leica Geosystems Points Quality Report
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7.2

Appendix B – Pix4Dmapper Quality Reports
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